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Initial Configuration of cells and Homogenization process.
We used the program SmolCrowd to generate initial configurations of nonoverlapping cells (spheres). This program requires the volumetric density ( ), the cell radius, and the dimensions Φ of the system as initial parameters. The configuration obtained from SmolCrowd is then subjected to a relaxation stage for uniformization of local cell density and reduction of high forces that can appear when two cells are in close proximity. The relaxation stage is performed prior to simulations of wrinkle formation due to cell death and before the stress-strain experiments of the "Mechanical stiffness influences wrinkle height and width" section.
The relaxation consists of 2000 simulation steps with periodic boundary conditions in the three directions (no agar), using EPS shoving factor of , a weak random term ( ), .8 α = 1
.0005 D c = 0 and c = d = 1.0(2⍺R i ) . These parameters, which in the main text are referenced as "weak forces", minimize differences in local density of cells (Standard Deviation) in different regions of the system (See Fig S2) . The Number density is computed by dividing the systems in regular voxels (grid size = 45.0 m ) and counting the number of cells inside the voxels. 
Simulation convergence
We run the simulations until the number of moving cells is zero. A cell is classified as a moving cell if the magnitude of its velocity is smaller that a threshold value, v max . We used a threshold value of v max = 0.0001 m/s , and a threshold value of for the simulations of wrinkle t Δ = 2 formation induced by cell death, and v max = 0.01 m/s and in the stress-strain experiments. t Δ = 2 Fig S4 (Left) shows how the number of moving cells decreases with the number of simulations steps, converging to zero. Similarly, Fig S4 (Right) shows that the height of the wrinkle reaches a stable value when the system reaches convergence. We tried two time steps 
